Curt car hitch

Direct fit Rear location Class III, medium duty Receiver type Powder-coated black finish
Two-inch tube opening Weather-tight construction Sold individually Suitable for boats, trailers,
campers, and other similar hauls Includes a lifetime Curt limited warranty with one-year
warranty on finish. We used up its maximum gross trailer, and the hitch operated just as good
as it would have if loaded with a much lighter weight. Installation was relatively easy. An extra
pair of hands would be great to speed up the installation. Its powder-coated black finish adds
cohesiveness to the color scheme of our vehicle. Moreover, it added some protection against
corrosion, which makes the hitch last longer. The lifetime, limited warranty puts icing to the
cake. We expect this hitch to stay with us for a long time, so the warranty is an assurance that
we can count on the manufacturer to stand by its products and fix them if damaged. It is slightly
more expensive than other hitches found online. We found other brands that sell similar Class
III hitches at a much lower price. However, the online price is less expensive than what you
would pay for in a dealership. The Curt hitch may be somewhat pricier than other brands, but
this Class III hitch offers excellent towing capacity expected from a top-quality hitch. We've
Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Curt Hitch. Refine
by:. Hitch part. Curt brand. Recommended Use. Product Fit. Receiver Tube Size. Maximum
Gross Trailer Weight. See All. Maximum Tongue Weight. Shop Curt Hitch. Showing 1 - 15 of
results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: CUR Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Receiver Tube Size : 2 in. Receiver Maximum Gross Trailer Weight : lbs.
Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Hitch Brands. Crown Hitch. Curt Hitch Customer Reviews.
Receiver Hitch. Sep 08, Great part. Josh Hatchell. Purchased on Aug 28, Jul 22, Good stuff.
Install was as easy as could be and the hitch fit just right so I can cover it up when not in use.
Steven Jaquez. Purchased on Jun 30, Jul 13, Curt trailer hitch. Bolted right on, fit great. Quality
product that I am very happy with. Clay Strouble. Purchased on Jun 24, Curt Hitch Guides. Curt
Hitch Review. What we liked. Our final say. Helpful Automotive Resources. Step Bumper vs
Receiver Hitch Meanwhile, a receiver hitch is a type of towing hitch that mounts to the frame of
a vehicle. Most receiver hitches fit on the rear, but some can attach to the front or underneath
the bumper. The rear-mount type is for towing a trailer behind your vehicle. On the other.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. In fact, DIY tow hitch
installation is fairly common and relatively easy. Your safety is more important than any DIY
project. Before you buy a tow hitch, read general installation instructions like this guide or
watch an installation video online. First things first: to choose the right trailer hitch, you gotta
know how much your car can tow. You can usually find your towing capacity in your vehicle
manual. You can also give it a good Google search or call your car dealership they should have
this info handy. Your towing capacity helps you pick the right hitch, but it also tells you how
much stuff you can attach to that hitch. If you want to learn the ins and outs of towing
capacities so you can do the math yourself, CURT Manufacturing has a user-friendly guide.
Your typical receiver hitches fall into five different classes aptly named class I to class V based
on towing capacity. There are also a variety of other heavy-duty hitch types for different
vehicles and uses. Rear receiver hitch Most cars and trucks Light trailers 20, lbs. Weight
distribution hitch Most cars and trucks requires hitch receiver Heavy-duty trailers, campers 15,
lbs. Gooseneck hitch Pickup trucks Heavy-duty tractors and trailers, agricultural use 30, lbs.
Pintle hitch Heavy-duty trucks Construction, agricultural, and military use 60, lbs. Most cars and
trucks Light trailers 20, lbs. Most cars and trucks requires hitch receiver Heavy-duty trailers,
campers 15, lbs. Pickup trucks Heavy-duty tractors and trailers 30, lbs. Pickup trucks
Heavy-duty tractors and trailers, agricultural use 30, lbs. Heavy-duty trucks Construction,
agricultural, and military use 60, lbs. FYI: Most heavy-duty trucks come with a rear receiver
hitch already attached. Take these pieces out of their packaging and keep them within reach.
Plug in extra lights or have someone shine a flashlight for you. Make sure you have your
instruction manual on hand. A tip to keep your back safe: if your tow hitch weighs more than 50
pounds, play it safe and call a friend to help you lift it. If you order a tow hitch that comes in a
box, you can disassemble the box and lay on it while you work under your car. Because who
wants to lay on the ground? Here are a few steps to take:. Here are the steps to follow:. Be sure
to wiggle the ball mount back and forth to test how firmly in place the mounts are. They allow
your hitch receiver to work with various shanks. You can buy them online or at any auto parts
shop. Once your hitch is attached, tighten the bolts as much as you can with your fingers. A
trailer wiring harness is a wire that extends from the back of your vehicle to your trailer. Always
cross your safety chains! Chains catch the trailer tongue the thing that connects your tow hitch
to your trailer in the event that it comes loose and falls. Test the security of your tow hitch by
shaking, wiggling, and tugging on it, and check your brakes and turn signals to make sure your

wiring is sound! And if you need reassurance, have any professional hitch installer check your
handiwork. Click here to cancel reply. Name required. Email will not be published required. This
site is a U. Consumer site. You can learn more about our site and privacy policy here. At a
glance. PRO TIP Before you buy a tow hitch, read general installation instructions like this guide
or watch an installation video online. Sign up for our moving guide! Get emails with discounts,
tips, and checklistsâ€”to guide you through every step of your move. Here are the six basic
steps for a standard tow hitch installation. Know your numbers. Types of tow hitches. Hitch
type. Bumper hitch. Front mount hitch. Rear receiver hitch. Weight distribution hitch.
Gooseneck hitch. Pintle hitch. Get your workspace ready. Prepare your car. Here are a few steps
to take: Activate your parking brake: this is the first safeguard against rolling. Chock your
wheels: firmly place two wedges in the center of both rear tires in case your vehicle accidentally
rolls. For peace of mind, feel free to put chock wheels on the other side of the tires too. Remove
any plugs or bolts from your car: some hitches require that you remove certain parts and pieces
to make space for the actual tow hitch. You can check your instructions to see if this step is
necessary. Clean thoroughly: use a wire tube brush and lubricant to clean the holes in your car
your hitch will hook into. Some tow hitches, like the CURT hitch , have no-drill installation.
Attach the hitch. Now your car is ready for the main event: attaching your hitch. Attach the hitch
to the frame of your vehicle: use C-clamps to hold it in place. Adjust the other side to
finger-tight as well. How to install a ball mount. Here are the steps to follow: Insert the ball
mount shank the heavy square part into the receiver tube you just installed on your vehicle.
Adjust until the holes on the shank and receiver tube line up. Secure the mount using a hitch
lock or pin and clip the thing that looks like a giant bobby pin. How to install a trailer ball.
Replace the washer and nut and tighten them with your fingers. Tighten the bolts. Finally,
connect any electrical wiring for your brake lights and turn signals. Double-check your work.
Recommended resources. People also asked. Best Moving Truck Rental Companies.
Recommended products. Julia Campbell is a full-time writer who knows the tricks of the trade
when it comes to planning a hassle-free move. Having moved seven times in the past five years,
she draws from her own experience and industry expertise to help you avoid her biggest
mistakes like that time she thought she could get away with packing her dishes without
wrapping them first. Leave a Reply Click here to cancel reply. Bike rack, cargo carrier, ball
mountâ€”compatible trailers. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a
question. Please enter a question. Make your tow vehicle and trailer more secure by keeping
them locked up tight with a CURT hitch lock. Like a hitch pin and clip, a hitch lock is designed
to insert into the fastener hole in the side of a receiver tube in order to hold a ball mount or
hitch-mounted accessory in place. CURT hitch locks allow you to lock your ball mount into your
trailer hitch, deterring theft and preventing anyone from detaching your trailer at the ball mount
and towing away your property without your permission. CURT barbell hitch locks are
comprised of a pin with two end caps and a round locking mechanism. They also come with a
watertight dust cap to keep out the elements and prevent corrosion. For the ultimate in towing
security, a hitch lock and coupler lock used together will provide security at both the
vehicle-side and trailer-side of your towing setup. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical
products and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy
every mile of the journey. CURT provides you with the best trailer hitch locks for your towing
setup, so you and your crew can make the most of your adventure. A trailer hitch lock quickly
and easily installs into your trailer hitch receiver and acts as a locking trailer hitch pin for
increased security and peace of mind. Choose from several different sizes, styles and material
options to find the best trailer hitch lock for your lifestyle! Nearly all CURT trailer hitch lock
styles come with quarter-turn lock activation, meaning the key only needs to be turned 90
degrees to open. This makes unlocking the hitch lock fast, easy and convenient whenever
hitching up your vehicle and trailer. CURT hitch locks are equipped to face the outdoor
elements, featuring an included dust cap that protects the internal locking mechanism. The
components of the locking hitch pin are sealed off from rain water, dirt, road salt and other
corrosive elements. To protect the locking hitch pin from the harshness of changing weather
and the outdoors, CURT hitch locks come in a variety of durable finish options, including
stainless steel options for maximum corrosion resistance. To make your life and your towing
adventure as convenient as possible, each CURT locking trailer hitch pin comes with two keys.
This allows you to carry one and store the other in a safe location or give a friend equal access
to your trailer hitch setup. Let CURT take care of hassle of keeping your trailer and cargo secure
with a locking hitch pin. The CURT right-angle trailer hitch lock is extremely easy to handle and
operate, featuring key access on the receiver tube side of the hitch. No straining or struggling to
reach the key hole from the side! This classic trailer hitch lock style is sleek, subtle and highly

reliable, featuring an impenetrable look and key access on the side of the receiver. This hitch
lock makes a great replacement for a standard hitch pin. The deadbolt-style trailer hitch lock
mimics the design of a hitch pin but replaces the hitch clip with a heavy-duty lock. This locking
hitch pin is easy to install, lock, unlock and store as needed. Skip to main content. Buy new:.
Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and
unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item?
Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free
shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK and HI. Fastest delivery:
Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 10 hrs and 1 min Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships
from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Like
New. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse. Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be
damaged. See more. Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 5 hrs and 46 mins Details.
Sold by Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Amazon's Choice recommends highly
rated and well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart
Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details.
Ships from and sold by Amazon. Sold by ePartStore and ships from Amazon Fulfillment.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Receivers, DAT. Next page. More items to explore. Compare with similar items. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. Product information Technical Details. Click here to make a request to
customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? From the manufacturer.
Wherever your work or play takes you CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products
and a complete line of towing accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile
of the journey. Advantages of CURT trailer hitch locks. Fast, easy operation Nearly all CURT
trailer hitch lock styles come with quarter-turn lock activation, meaning the key only needs to be
turned 90 degrees to open. Watertight dust cap CURT hitch locks are equipped to face the
outdoor elements, featuring an included dust cap that protects the internal locking mechanism.
Enhanced corrosion resistance To protect the locking hitch pin from the harshness of changing
weather and the outdoors, CURT hitch locks come in a variety of durable finish options,
including stainless steel options for maximum corrosion resistance. Two keys included To
make your life and your towing adventure as convenient as possible, each CURT locking trailer
hitch pin comes with two keys. Relax and enjoy your destination Let CURT take care of hassle
of keeping your trailer and cargo secure with a locking hitch pin. Trailer hitch lock design
options. Right-angle hitch lock The CURT right-angle trailer hitch lock is extremely easy to
handle and operate, featuring key access on the receiver tube side of the hitch. Barbell hitch
lock This classic trailer hitch lock style is sleek, subtle and highly reliable, featuring an
impenetrable look and key access on the side of the receiver. Deadbolt hitch lock The
deadbolt-style trailer hitch lock mimics the design of a hitch pin but replaces the hitch clip with
a heavy-duty lock. Featured items you may like. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Definitely feels like a solid lock. Like I think another
person mentioned though, it does help to modify it if you are OCD about the lock fitting
snuggly. It is a super easy and cheap modification though. Stuck 3 on the end where I will never
have to touch them again and I am using 1 on the locking side. Obviously, that one has to be
put back on before I lock it every time, but it is not a big deal. And, if I ever lose it, those O-rings
came in a pack of 10, so I will survive. It is not my favorite locking mechanism I like the ones
where you push the locking bolt in to lock it, not requiring the key in it , but as few times as I
mess with my hitch lock, the black color and slim profile were my priorities. Hope this review
helps folks. By Landon on September 29, Images in this review. Otherwise looks like a good
product but not if you own a Tacoma. Found many similar reviews which I somehow failed to
read prior to purchase. Just bought the lock and it seems like it is very sturdy and well made. Its
much heavier than it looks and, with a little practice, it goes on easily. Also like the fairly
minimal design. Had to take off a star though because I found out in an unfortunate way that the
keys it comes with LOOK like metal but are really just cheap plastic. One of my keys quickly
cracked and broke off before I even got the lock fully set on my truck. Fortunately there are 2 so
i just have to be careful with the second key. Can't use with ANY confidence that it'll come back
off. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. It looks very nice on the hitch. I don't play to

take the ball off my hitch so this was a good solution. Like any hitch pin, it has a bit of play and
rattles some, so I put standard garden hose washers on either end to tighten up the gap. It looks
very nice on the hitch By ByteSlinger on January 26, The item itself is pretty sturdy. There are
two flaws that made me send it back. The rubber cover for the lock is so flimsy it is useless. It
slid right off even before I mounted the lock, and then twice more while fitting the pin to the
hitch. It will not stay in place long, thus exposing the lock to dirty. Only a matter of time before
the locking mechanism stops working due to dirt ingestion. The locking mechanism needs to be
turned to be locked. It should just be a snap on. Trying to lock it in place causes the entire pin
to just rotate with the turning of the key. It would be better if the lock just snapped on and was
locked without needing the key to lock it. The key should just be used to unlock. Seems like a
nice locking pin. It's simply too short. Also, don't get confused by "8. There is nothing about
this pin that is 8. It's 5" in length including the rubber grommet. It was locked and someone still
stole the hitch. To easy to leverage it off. I don't recommend. See all reviews. Top reviews from
other countries. Translate all reviews to English. I bought this after seeing Curt manufacturing
advertising they are made in the USA. After a first short drive with this pin the rubber cap fell off
I made sure it was on good before driving The lock is extremely flimsy and leaves you feeling
unsure if it is locked properly or not. Sorry to say but I am returning this and putting my Reese
pin lock back on. One person found this helpful. Feels like a quality piece, nicely finished, solid.
Lock cylinder feels good, not notchy and rough like some cheaper locks can. I think it will
provide many years of service and I'm not worried about my hitch cover disappearing! Does not
fit my Toyota Tundra hitch. My other problem with this lock is that it requires the key to lock it,
making it a bit of a fumble to use. Other than that the product is fairly decent but since I have
not been able to use it I can only speak as of its look and feel. So had to return it and buy a new
one. Too bad. Report abuse. Buena compra. Translate review to English. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: rv water cap , tow truck equipment , trailer tow , trailer
coupler locks , trailer security , trailer hitch. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
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